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A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO USING
M AP-BASED TOOLS
Part 1 examined the physical and biological characteristics that help sustain ecological
resilience and recommended that conservation practitioners permanently protect networks
of connected and biologically intact habitats representing a diversity of physical landscape
features.
To put this science into play, a series of map-based datasets allows practitioners to evaluate
resilience remotely at both site and landscape scales. These datasets have been funded in
part and made available by the North Atlantic LCC through an online platform developed
by Data Basin. This section of the guide provides an introduction to the Data Basin platform
and step-by-step instructions on using the datasets to evaluate geodiversity, secured
status (level of protection), habitat representation, terrestrial resilience, landform diversity,
connectedness, biological condition and freshwater resilience.
Each step interprets the data and explains how the information aids in understanding the
landscape’s overall resilience. We use Hogencamp Mountain in Tuxedo, New York, and the
surrounding area as our example for illustrating the data. While this section focuses on
examining the resilience of a relatively small area, keep in mind that all of these datasets put
this site in a northeast or broader regional context by comparing the resources at the site
to the quality and types of resources across the Northeast or eastern region. Section 3 will
review how to use these datasets in the context of developing a conservation plan for an
entire land protection service area.
Although we recommend following the steps in order, it is possible to skip to topics of
interest. If you are new to Data Basin, we recommend first reading the “About Data Basin”
section below before turning to the step-by-step instructions.
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ABOUT DATA BASIN
The North Atlantic LCC’s Conservation Planning Atlas, hosted by Data Basin, is a free
mapping tool that provides access to data and maps related to climate and land-use change.
For this guide, the Open Space Institute partnered with the North Atlantic LCC staff who
manage the Conservation Planning Atlas to develop Land Protection in a Changing Climate,
a gallery, or collection, of datasets specifically suited to mapping ecological resilience
in the Northeast for land trusts. These datasets were created with North Atlantic LCC,
state and private foundation funding for the purpose of informing the conservation of
resilient landscapes. This set of data is not intended to be comprehensive regarding how
the concepts of resilience from Part 1 can be evaluated; rather, they represent a curated
selection of some of the most up-to-date and quality information needed to assess
resilience in the context of permanent protection. Most of these datasets were last updated
in late summer of 2016. Other datasets available on the Data Basin site may be useful for
managing for specific species. Here, we use only the datasets in the Land Protection in a
Changing Climate gallery.
Many of these datasets are also available on other platforms. For example, The Nature
Conservancy has developed a web-based platform for use of its Terrestrial Resilience
datasets that is also useful.

DEFINITIONS
Galleries, datasets and maps are helpful ways of curating large amounts of
information so that it is meaningful and easy to manage.
A gallery is a collection of datasets and maps organized around a topic. We will
be working with the Land Protection in a Changing Climate gallery, developed
specifically for users of this guide.
A dataset is the spatial visualization of a specific collection of data. Layered on top
of a map, it appears as highlighted areas or points of various colors. For example,
the Terrestrial Habitat, Northeast dataset plots different types of habitat in
pixels 30-meters square across the Northeast. Each habitat type is associated
with a specific color. This dataset is included in our gallery because it shows how
geodiversity leads to habitat diversity.
A map is created whenever a dataset is added and projected onto a land area. It
can include one or more datasets, including base maps.
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Although you can use the Conservation Planning Atlas on the Data Basin site without an
account, you cannot save any maps you create until you register. If you have an account with
another portal on Data Basin, you can use it here. If you do not have an account, register at
https://nalcc.databasin.org by clicking Sign Up.
Once you are logged in, go to the Gallery page or type “land protection in a changing
climate” into the search bar and look for the gallery in the results. Click the title (not the
image) of the gallery to view its contents. Select a dataset (in this case, choose Terrestrial
and Aquatic Habitat Map (DSL land), Version 3.0 Northeast U.S.) and click on its name to add
it. Then click Open in Map. You will see a map of the Northeast overlaid by the dataset of
habitat types. Across the top is a toolbar. Tools 1–9 are those you will use most often when
manipulating and interpreting what you see. Below is an overview of the functionality of
these tools:
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1. “Enable Pan Mode” allows you to move the map by clicking on it and dragging
the cursor.
2. “Enable Zoom Mode” allows you to zoom in on an area by drawing a rectangle
around it. (Click back to Pan Mode after zooming.)
3. Zoom in.
4. Zoom out.
5. “Full Extent” automatically zooms out to show the entire dataset.
6. “Locate” allows you to enter a location’s name (or its latitude and longitude) to
find a specific place. Once you locate the place, you have the option to add a
point or zoom to it.
7. “Identify” allows you to click any point on the map and see a description of the
data at that point.
8. “Measure” allows you to measure the distance between two points on the map.
9. “Swiper” sets up a divided screen with the dataset on one side and either
another dataset or a base map (Street Names, Terrain, etc.) on the other. You
can move the divider back and forth to compare the two ways of looking at
a single area. First, click on the swiper tool to bring the swiper bar into the
Datasets menu (see below), then drag the swiper bar up or down between the
datasets you are interested in comparing.
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Data Basin also has a Layers tab (on the left) and a Legend window (on the right). The Layers
tab (depicted below) includes Drawings, Datasets and Basemaps, each of which appears as a
drop-down menu. To see the menus, click on the Layers tab. To hide the menus, click on the
Layers tab again.

The Drawings menu contains tools to create a polygon,
line, highlight, point or textbox directly on the dataset. This
can be useful for marking, highlighting and communicating
information about focal areas of interest, whether for future
reference or for use with collaborators.

The Datasets menu allows you to add and manage multiple
datasets. You can turn them on and off by checking and
unchecking the box next to their names. This lets you
manage which datasets appear at any time and visualize how
changing datasets affect your map results. You can also click
on the blue arrow next to each dataset to turn the dataset
into a filter, change its transparency or remove the data. A
filter screens the dataset so that only select data appear.

To add a dataset to the Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat Map
(DSLland), Version 3.0 Northeast U.S., click Add Datasets. You
can then search for datasets in the search window. In this
example, we want to add Secured Lands, 2014, Eastern U.S.
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If your search returns more than one dataset, select the one you want by clicking its
image and then Add Items at the bottom of the screen. You may need to scroll down to
the Add Items button. The file may take time to load.

The data from both datasets—the original Habitat map and the Secured Lands that were
added—will now appear on one map.

The Basemaps menu provides options for the type of standard map that appears under
the datasets, such as Topography or Imagery. Each type offers different information
about the places you are viewing. Basemaps can be used strategically to help you
interpret and ground-truth the datasets. For example, it is often helpful to use a satellite
imagery basemap with the connectedness datasets and a topography map with the
landform diversity.
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Terrain (Labels)

Imagery (Labels)

Although Data Basin has many additional features, a familiarity with just the above tools will
allow you to learn about the resilience of a particular location or simply understand more
about these datasets to assess their utility in conservation planning.

DATA UPDATES AND REVISIONS
Map-based datasets are continually evolving and being updated as land uses
change and more data become available. Datasets currently being developed
will eventually replace those included in this section of the guide, but the North
Atlantic LCC will use the same naming conventions. Some data developers are
adding a number to the end of each dataset name so that users can easily identify
the latest versions. A list of anticipated dataset updates appears at the end of this
section.
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USING DATA BASIN TO IDENTIFY RESILIENT AREAS
The four characteristics of terrestrial resilience discussed in Part 1 have been translated into
map-based datasets by scientists at universities, government agencies and conservation
organizations. The datasets identify patterns of resilience characteristics across the
Northeast. The full set of datasets reviewed in this guide are summarized and briefly
explained in Table 1 below.
Table 1. At-a-glance guide to datasets in Land Protection in a Changing Climate
gallery. All raster datasets are at a 30-meter resolution unless otherwise noted.

DATASET

SUMMARY

Geophysical Settting, 2016 Eastern U.S. and
Canada

Maps bedrock and surficial geology classes
across the Northeast and combines
geologic information with five elevation
classes to identify 62 geophysical settings.

Secured Lands, 2014, Eastern U.S.

Shows which lands have legal protections
from development, and their GAP status or
the type of restrictions.

Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat Map
(DSLland), Version 3.0 Northeast U.S.

Terrestrial, fresh water stream and
wetland ecological systems (lake and
pond classifications to be added soon
after publication) of the Northeast based
on NatureServe’s Ecological Systems
Classifications combined with humanmodified land types such as roads and
agriculture.

Resilience Stratified by Setting and Ecoregion Assesses overall physical resilience of sites ,
with Regional Override, 2016 Eastern U.S. and combining geodiversity, landform diversity,
Canada
and local connectedness. Resilience is
evaluated separately for each geophysical
setting and ecoregion, and then combined
into a continuous dataset. The Regional
Override feature overrides the ecoregion
scores where they are the region’s highest
scoring values.
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DATASET

SUMMARY

Landscape Diversity Stratified by Geophysical Evaluates landform types within 100-acre
Setting and Ecoregion with Regional Override, circles and assigns score to the 30 meter302016 Eastern U.S. and Canada
meter pixel at the center of each circle.
Landform diversity is evaluated separately
for each geophysical setting and ecoregion.
Local Connectedness Stratified by Setting
and Ecoregion with Regional Override, 2016
Eastern U.S. and Canada

Evaluates the possibility of dispersal from a
starting point throughout a circle with 33km diameter. It is a measure of dispersal and
a landscape’s capacity to support natural
ecological processes.

Regional Flow 2016 , Eastern U.S. and Canada Provides generalized model of movement
potential in north-south and east-west
directions. This newest dataset incorporates
a preference for movement upslope
and northward, and was confirmed with
observed patterns of species migration.
Index of Ecological Integrity, Stratified
by Ecosystem, Region-wide, Version 3.1,
Northeast U.S.

Evaluates a site’s freedom from human
impairment and capacity to recover
from stress for terrestrial and freshwater
systems. The dataset is stratified by habitat
type (using an updated version of the
Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat data).

Freshwater Resilience, All Streams, Stratified
by Fish Region and Freshwater Ecoregion,
2013 Northeast

Scores resilience of streams at least two
miles long based on condition, connectivity,
diversity, resilience, and complexity. The
dataset only scores stream complexes
with a threshold amount of connectivity.
The dataset is being updated and may be
released in 2017.
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These datasets have been developed with the express purpose of directing
conservation projects to climate-resilient sites. They can be used for both conservation
planning at a broad scale and project evaluation at a local scale. Even when evaluating
resilience characteristics at a site, remember that the data incorporates the
assessment of how the site compares to other similar sites across the entire northeast
United States or eastern United States and Canada, depending on the dataset.
We will now learn what the datasets in the North Atlantic LCC Data Basin gallery can
teach us about the resilient characteristics of the landscape surrounding Hogencamp
Mountain in Tuxedo, New York. First, we will review using the composite datasets for
this purpose. Next, we will walk through each of the three characteristics of resilient
sites—physical diversity, connectedness and biological condition—and how to use the
datasets that correspond to these concepts.

COMPOSITE DATASETS
Most of the datasets reviewed in this guide contain information about a single
resilience factor. However, two datasets, Terrestrial Resilience and the Index of
Ecological Integrity, combine three or four of the characteristics of resilience into
single datasets measuring overall resilience. These datasets can be particularly
useful to practitioners looking for a single dataset that can help identify resilient
characteristics.
Table 1 compares the two datasets and describes how they incorporate the
resilience characteristics. Another composite dataset, Freshwater Resilience,
complements Terrestrial Resilience, while the Index of Ecological Integrity
incorporates freshwater and terrestrial scores into a single dataset.
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Table 2

TERRESTRIAL RESILIENCE

INDEX OF ECOLOGICAL
INTEGRITY

Dataset name and
source

Resilience Stratified by Setting
and Ecoregion with Regional
Override, 2016 Eastern U.S.
and Canada (called Terrestrial
Resilience throughout). Project
of The Nature Conservancy
(TNC) Eastern Regional
Program, led by Mark Anderson.

Index of Ecological Integrity,
Stratified by Ecosystem, Regionwide, Version 3.1, Northeast U.S.
(Index of Ecological Integrity
or IEI). Project of Designing
Sustainable Landscapes (DSL),
led by Kevin McGarigal of
UMass Amherst.

Summary

Measures diversity of
options available from a
site, including options for
movement and microclimates
for 62 geophysical settings at
30-meter resolution. Includes
only terrestrial and wetland
systems. Measures ability of
living systems to adjust to
climate change, to moderate
potential damages, take
advantage of opportunities, or
cope with consequences.

Measures relative freedom
from human impairment for
more than 150 habitat types at
30-meter resolution. Includes
terrestrial, freshwater and
coastal systems in one seamless
dataset. Final dataset identifies
examples of each habitat most
likely to sustain important
ecological functions over long
term.

Physical Diversity:
Geodiversity

Diversity of geology and
elevations is captured by
stratifying data by geophysical
settings. Final dataset implicitly
incorporates the need for
protection of all geology types
at all elevations.

Diversity is captured
through stratifying data
by habitat types. Habitat
types incorporate diversity
of geology, elevation and
landforms. Identifies priorities
for all terrestrial, fresh water
and coastal marsh systems.
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TERRESTRIAL RESILIENCE

INDEX OF ECOLOGICAL
INTEGRITY

Physical Diversity:
Landforms

Measures landforms for 100The diversity of habitats
acre region surrounding each
captures significant landform
site and combines with other
diversity.
statistics to provide score for
“landscape diversity.” Landscape
diversity is treated as one of
two components of resilience,
along with local connectivity.

Connectedness

Local connectedness is
measured by assessing type and
spatial arrangement of barriers
that would be encountered
when moving out from a site
and measures ability to access
resources on landscape.
Regional Connectivity is not
measured as part of this dataset.

Measures freedom from
human impairment through
two metrics: “intactness” and
“resiliency.” Metrics include
a wide range of measures for
terrestrial and fresh water
connectedness, including road
traffic, road salt, dams and edge
predators. Here “resiliency”
measures similarity of
surrounding habitat to facilitate
movement through landscape.
Regional Connectivity is
not measured as part of this
dataset.

Intact Biological
Condition

Does not attempt to
incorporate biological condition.
It is recommended that
priorities be checked against
current species distributions or
other measures of the quality of
the site’s ecological condition.

Incorporates elements of
ecological condition that can be
mapped at a broad scale. The
dataset includes invasive plant
distributions, pollution from
road salt and road traffic, and
impacts of intensive agriculture
on pollinators and soil biotic
diversity.
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The North Atlantic LCC and TNC staff have gone one step further. Using these
composite datasets as a jumping off point, they have each worked with steering
committees to map a comprehensive network of resilient sites for conservation.
These maps of conservation priorities incorporate regional connectivity and
measures of current biological diversity.
For the North Atlantic LCC, these sites are called Regional Conservation
Opportunity Areas (RCOA). They combine the Index of Ecological Integrity,
the Terrestrial Resilience data, and species-specific datasets to identify priority
conservation areas most likely to support species diversity in the face of climate
change. The project includes a place-based pilot in the Connecticut River
watershed (http://connecttheconnecticut.org/).
The Nature Conservancy has separately combined data on terrestrial resilience,
corridors and species diversity to develop a resilient and connected network
of sites that represents the full suite of geophysical settings across the eastern
United States and Canada. This network includes a new measure of riparian climate
corridors and current records of biological diversity.
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COMPOSITE DATASETS

Terrestrial Resilience
THE DATASET: The Resilience Stratified by Setting and Ecoregion with Regional Override,
2016 Eastern U.S. and Canada (Terrestrial Resilience) dataset was developed by The Nature
Conservancy (TNC) to assess the overall physical resilience of a terrestrial or wetland
site or landscape. It combines information about geodiversity, landform diversity
and local connectedness but does not incorporate regional connectivity, biological
condition, freshwater resilience or coastal resilience. The landscape complexity and local
connectedness scores were summed and then stratified (see “Stratification” note on page
49.) by geophysical setting to identify the places with the greatest landform diversity and
local connectedness.
Terrestrial Resilience may be used alone to assess the physical resilience of a site. There are
also datasets that allow you to examine geodiversity, landform diversity and connectedness
separately, as demonstrated below.
In Terrestrial Resilience, the darker shades of green indicate high resilience scores and the
darker shades of brown indicate low scores. Tan indicates average scores.

Questions to ask as you work:
•

How resilient is my geography?

•

Which areas scoring above average for resilience are not yet protected?
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How-to:
1 Go to the Land Protection in a Changing Climate gallery on Data Basin and add the

Resilience Stratified by Setting and Ecoregion with Regional Override, 2016 Eastern
U.S. and Canada dataset. Zoom in to the region of interest or use the Locate tool to
enter the site’s name. As mentioned above, we will use Hogencamp Mountain in Tuxedo,
New York (see red dot) throughout the examples. You may use other sites to follow
along.
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2 Zoom in further to the region of interest. To orient yourself to the geography, increase
the transparency by clicking on the arrow to the right of the dataset.

Here we can see that the New York and New Jersey Highlands are a resilient belt running
southwest through this geography. As we’ll explore below in the discussion of individual
datasets, these areas score well because of their high levels of landform diversity and local
connectedness compared with other, similar geophysical settings. The grey areas, where
development has been taken out of the dataset, are often surrounded by low resilience
(brown), because the development creates a barrier to local connectivity. The areas to the
southwest and northwest are more heavily developed but have pockets of high landform
diversity.
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3 Add the Secured Lands, 2014, Eastern U.S. dataset on top of the Resilience dataset.

As you can see, the protected land is highly resilient. To the southwest and north of the red
area are some highly resilient sites that are not yet protected. These may be appropriate
targets for future land protection.

STRATIFICATION
To make sure we’re protecting the best example of each habitat type or the
most connected example of each geophysical setting, we can sort the data
by these categories and then see the rankings within each one. This process,
called stratification, allows us to identify the areas that are “best in class” rather
than best overall. In other words, we compare like with like: one hemlock forest
with other hemlock forests, or one limestone valley with other limestone
valleys. Identifying the top example of each type or class helps ensure that the
conservation plan captures sites that will support a full diversity of plant and
animal life, rather than always pointing towards the high elevation acidic types
that tend to be the most connected and intact. Other ways to stratify data are by
ecoregion, state or watershed, to provide a regional comparison of sites. Datasets
can be stratified by more than one factor at a time.
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Index of Ecological Integrity
THE DATASET: The Index of Ecological Integrity, Stratified by Ecosystem, Region-wide,
Version 3.1 Northeast (Index of Ecological Integrity) dataset, developed by the University
of Massachusetts Amherst, evaluates terrestrial, freshwater and coastal intactness and
connectedness in a single dataset. Because it is stratified by habitat type it represents
resilient examples of all habitats plants and animals need. Rather than comparing the
relative integrity of all sites against one another, it compares the relative integrity within
each habitat type, including freshwater and coastal habitats. It uses habitat diversity to
capture geodiversity and landform diversity. The final product identifies the highest-scoring
examples of each habitat type.
This dataset differs from Terrestrial Resilience in that it considers the suitability of
surrounding habitats. It assumes that a site’s resilience is stronger if the neighboring habitat
types are similar, since similarity of habitat facilitates movement.
The Index of Ecological Integrity’s freshwater component is analogous to terrestrial integrity
but looks at the intactness (freedom from human impairment) in the watershed of a river,
stream, lake or pond and the linear connectivity (absence of dams and barriers) in the
stream. Aquatic data assesses the relative integrity of each aquatic habitat type across the
region, state, watershed or ecoregion.

Questions to ask as you work:
•

How does land use in the area affect integrity scores?

•

How do the Index of Ecological Integrity scores compare with the Resilience scores?
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How-to:
1 Using the same map as in the previous steps, add the Index of Ecological Integrity

Stratified by Ecosystem, Region-wide, Version 3.1 Northeast dataset. Uncheck any
other datasets in the Datasets menu on the Layers tab.

Note: the white areas represent developed areas that have been taken out of the dataset.

2

Zoom in to the region of interest.

Cooler colors (green and blue) represent higher integrity, and warmer colors (red and
orange) indicate lower integrity.
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3

Set the base map to Imagery. Use the swiper tool to compare integrity with aerial
views of the land.

Look at the region with and without the Index of Ecological Integrity, using the swiper tool to
shift between the data and the base map.
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Areas near the high-scoring rocky summit (in blue) have no roads or clearings and score
high. The blue indicates that these sites are the most intact examples of their habitat type
across the northeast. Surrounding this central area are more roads and some farms, and the
scores go down. Note that abrupt changes in score often indicate a change in habitat type.

4

Use the swiper tool to compare the Index of Ecological Integrity with another dataset.
This time, use the swiper tool to compare the Terrestrial Resilience with the Index for
Ecological Integrity. Turn back on the Terrestrial Resilience layer and select the swiper
tool.

In this example, the area with the highest Index of Ecological Integrity score also generally
scores well under Terrestrial Resilience. The two datasets use different methods to
evaluate resilience: The former stratifies data by habitat type and the latter stratifies it by
geophysical setting and ecoregion, yet they largely identify similar sites as important.
The dataset confirms what we learned from Resilience: Summit forests are generally
connected, but floodplain forests can be highly affected by development. Note that the
best example of a low elevation, fertile habitat type could be located in what we might
consider a relatively fragmented landscape.
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Freshwater Resilience
CONCEPT REFRESHER: Freshwater resilience is a stream system’s capacity to recover
after a disturbance while remaining functional and biodiverse.
DATASETS: The Index of Ecological Integrity, Stratified by Ecosystem, Region-wide, Version
3.1, Northeast dataset measures watershed intactness and connectedness, including
connectedness with a stream’s floodplain, watershed impervious surface, and instream
barriers for each type of aquatic habitat. The final integrity scores are stratified: stream,
river, lake and pond types are compared only with similar types. For example, cool and steep
streams are compared with other cool and steep streams, and lakes with other lakes. Higher
integrity scores are good indicators of current and future biodiversity.
Freshwater Resilience, All Streams, Stratified by Fish Region and Freshwater Ecoregion,
Northeast scores the resilience of streams that are at least second order and at least two
miles long. The streams are evaluated based on their condition, diversity, resilience and
complexity:
Condition is a measure of the hydrologic alterations, natural land cover in the floodplain,
and amount of impervious surface in the watershed. Diversity is a measure of the number of
gradients and temperatures in the stream segment.

Questions to ask as you work:
•

Where are resilient streams with good condition values that might benefit from land
protection in their watersheds?

•

What are index of ecological integrity values near above average resilient streams?
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How-to:
1 Click Add Datasets and add the Freshwater Resilience, All Streams, Stratified by Fish

Region and Freshwater Ecoregion, Northeast dataset. Uncheck any other open datasets,
and then zoom in to the region of interest.

2 Identify the streams in your area and note how resilient they are.
Within complex and non-complex streams, relative resilience ranges from high to mixed to
low. Some categories have additional details indicating whether the stream’s condition is low
or diversity is low.

3 Compare freshwater resilience with an aerial base map and look for connections
between the water and the land use.

The area depicted above contains complex, non-complex, high-scoring, low-scoring, lowcondition, and low-diversity streams and rivers. Many of the low-scoring, low-condition
streams can be improved by reducing runoff from nearby or upstream sources (especially in
headwaters). Places with impervious surfaces are more prone to flooding, regardless of the
stream’s score.
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INDIVIDUAL DATASETS

Physical Diversity
Geodiversity
CONCEPT REFRESHER: Geologies and elevation classes (e.g., high, medium and low) are
two drivers of biological diversity. If we can protect the full range of geologies across the
full range of elevations, we are off to a good start protecting the full range of environments
that support plants and animals. To date land protection has been concentrated in high
elevation acidic rock types.
THE DATASET: The Geophysical Setting, 2016 Eastern U.S. and Canada dataset maps out the
basic bedrock and surficial geology classes across the Northeast and combines them with
five classes of elevation data to define 62 geophysical settings.
This dataset can help ensure that our land protection priorities cover the full range of
geologies and elevations in areas of interest. If we work in an area with only one or two
types of geology, knowing this can still help us understand its regional contribution to
geodiversity. We can then focus on protecting the most resilient and intact examples of
these geologies.

Question to ask as you work:
•

How geologically diverse is the geography in which I work?
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How-to:
1 Add the Geophysical Setting, 2016 Eastern U.S. and Canada dataset to the current map.
Zoom in to the region of interest or use the Locate tool to enter the name of the site.

The yellow surrounding the region is largely sedimentary rock with bright yellow and orange
showing where calcareous (i.e. limestone) or moderate calcareous deposits were exposed
when the Appalachians were formed. The Highlands are largely composed of granite (grey)
and mafic (blues) rocks.
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2 Use the swiper tool to compare geology with land use.

On the Layers tab, set Basemaps to Imagery. Now look at the region with and without
the geophysical settings dataset. Use the swiper tool to shift between the data and the
base map. Hogencamp Mountain is mostly granitic and mafic, with limestone deposits
surrounding it. We see more development associated with those rich, low elevation valleys.
Note how in the above illustration the bright yellow (calcareous) triangle to the north of
Hogencamp Mountain is largely developed.
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Underrepresentation and Secured Status
CONCEPT REFRESHER: If we examine the pattern of land use across the Northeast, we find
human communities concentrated in low-elevation fertile settings and habitats: river valleys,
coastal regions, and places with limestone (prime) soils. Meanwhile, conservation lands
tend to be concentrated on steep, acidic rock types. Balancing the conservation portfolio
to make more rich, fertile low elevation settings for species will be essential for providing a
spectrum of environments to support species diversity.
THE DATASETS: We can quantify the relative protection of different geophysical settings
and habitat types, thereby identifying types that are underrepresented in conservation. Here
we will combine geophysical data with protected areas data to identify bias in our protected
lands. The Secured Lands, 2014, Eastern U.S. dataset identifies which lands have legal
protections from development and also their GAP status—the type of restrictions currently
in place. GAP status is measured on a scale of 1 to 3 and color coded on the dataset. GAP 1
lands have management plans developed for the express purpose of protecting wildlife and
do not allow extractive uses. GAP 3 lands are protected but allow for multiple uses. Even
protected land is not necessarily free from barriers to movement, however, and protected
status alone does not guarantee that the land will remain unchanged.
Question to ask as you work:
•

How well protected are low-elevation geophysical settings in my service area?

How-to:
1 Turn on the Geophysical Settings and the Secured Lands, 2014 datasets together.
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2 Use the swiper tool and transparency to explore which settings are well protected and
which settings have very little protection.

You’ll quickly notice that the greys (granite) and blues (mafic) are well protected, especially
those types concentrated in mid- and high-elevation settings. By zooming in, you can
also begin to explore where low-elevation geologies are protected and what types of
settings require more protection. Additional analysis of underrepresented settings can be
conducted in GIS.

Diversity of Habitat Types
Geodiversity is a major driver of habitat type. Our evaluation of diversity can be further
refined through consideration of how well land protection conserves the full range of
habitat types. Note that this data layer adds a biological component to our assessment of
diversity and that the Index of Ecological Integrity provides an efficient way to evaluate the
examples of each habitat type that are most connected and intact.
Question to ask as you work:
•

What habitats are present in my service area?
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How-to:
1 Add the Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat Map (DSLland), Version 3.0 Northeast dataset.

Uncheck any other open dataset in the Datasets menu on the Layers tab so that only the
Terrestrial Habitat dataset appears.

This dataset includes the 150 ecosystems present in the Northeast.

2 Now enter the location or zoom in to the area of interest.
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By zooming in, we can identify the diversity of habitats at Hogencamp Mountain.
Development (grey, white and black) occurs primarily in this area’s valleys, away from the
red point that represents Hogencamp Mountain. The bright pinks represent calcareous
(limestone) rocky outcrops and you can see them lining the developed areas. Hogencamp
Mountain itself is composed largely of central oak-pine, northern hardwood and conifer
habitat types.

Landform Diversity
CONCEPT REFRESHER: The more landforms—slopes, valleys, cliffs and so on—the more
options resident species have to adapt their temperature and moisture levels locally. Think
of a landscape whose north-facing slope still retains snow in April and whose south-facing
slope loses snow in early March. These microclimates buffer species from the direct effects
of climate-related changes by providing a variety of local habitat options. A landscape with
microclimates is expected to retain plants and animals longer because they don’t need to
move far to find their optimal climate, even when that habitat has shifted location.
THE DATASET: TNC has developed the Landscape Diversity Stratified by Geophysical Setting
and Ecoregion with Regional Override, 2016 Eastern U.S. and Canada dataset to evaluate
distinct landform types within the circumference of a 100-acre area from the site being
evaluated. Landform diversity is evaluated separately for each geophysical setting. For
example, areas with a low-elevation calcareous (limestone) geology within each ecoregion
across the entire Northeast are compared and ranked accordingly. This dataset identifies
the areas of highest landform diversity for each setting.

Question to ask as you work:
•

Are there some places with a greater concentration of diverse landforms than others?
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How-to:
1 Click Add Dataset and add the Landscape Complexity Stratified by Geophysical Setting
and Ecoregion, Northern Appalachians dataset. Switch to the Terrain base map so that
you can confirm the presence of landforms. Uncheck any other datasets using the
Datasets menu on the Layers tab. Zoom in to the region of interest.

2 Use transparency and the swiper tool to ground-truth the landform diversity scores.
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Remember that landform diversity looks different for different geophysical settings.
Granite and silt, for example, each create very different landforms. Generally, areas with the
highest density of shadowing have high landform diversity. Around Hogencamp Mountain,
landscape diversity is concentrated in the Highlands, but the flat areas also have some
variety of landforms due to subtle depressions in wet flats. Other areas in the south-central
part of this map do not have much landscape diversity.

CONNECTEDNESS
CONCEPT REFRESHER: Connectedness is important for protecting biodiversity as the
climate changes because it facilitates movement, provides access to local microclimates
and nutrients, and enables ecosystem processes to continue. We will review three mapbased tools developed to assess connectedness at a variety of scales: an index of ecological
integrity, a local connectedness dataset, and a regional connectivity dataset.

Local Connectedness
CONCEPT REFRESHER: Local connectedness creates options for species movement within
areas free of human and natural barriers.
THE DATASET: We will use the Local Connectedness Stratified by Setting and Ecoregion
with Regional Override, 2016 Eastern U.S. and Canada dataset, which is a component of the
TNC Resilience dataset. It provides general guidance on the possibility of plant and animal
dispersal across the landscape and evaluates a landscape’s capacity to support natural
ecological processes. It does not consider the habitats’ similarity or even geologies in the
surrounding area, only human-created barriers (such as roads, farms and development) and
natural barriers to movement (such as rivers).

Questions to ask as you work:
•

What barriers exist that may reduce connectedness?

•

How does secured status relate to local connectedness scores?
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How-to:
1 Add the Local Connectedness Stratified by Setting and Ecoregion, Northern Appalachians
dataset. Hide any other datasets using the Datasets menu on the Layers tab. Enter the
location or zoom in to the region of interest.

Here, the data shows development (grey) surrounded by low local connectivity (browns)
with the Highlands as a band of more connected (green) running through the center.

2Use the swiper tool to compare connectedness with land cover.
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First, set the base map to Imagery. Look at the region with and without the dataset, using
the swiper tool to shift between the data and the base map. Switch the base map to see new
aspects of the land and continue to view the area with the different base maps.
This comparison is helpful for identifying barriers to connectedness. The cluster of roads—
apparent only on the base map—prevents species movement. However, as the development
gives way to Bear Mountain State Forest, there are fewer obstacles, leading to greater local
connectedness.

3 Add or turn on the Secured Lands, 2013, Eastern dataset and use the swiper tool to
compare local connectedness in the area with the secured lands in the same area.

Click and drag the swiper between the two datasets in the Datasets tab. By comparing
secured status and local connectedness, you can see that protected areas tend to have
above-average connectedness, but sometimes protected land is compromised by roads and
visitor centers, as on the left. This information is also helpful for identifying connected areas
that are not yet protected. In this case, the area just northeast of the center is connected
but not yet permanently protected.
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Regional Connectivity
CONCEPT REFRESHER: Regional connectivity is a measure of the ability to move through
a region from point A to point B. Regionally connected places will support range shifts and
broad-scale movement as the climate changes.
THE DATASET: The Regional Flow 2016, Eastern U.S. and Canada dataset, developed by
TNC, provides a generalized model of movement potential in north-south and east-west
directions. When considering regional flow, keep in mind that different species have
different abilities to circumvent barriers. Based on tracking and other techniques, The
Nature Conservancy recently conducted a review of how well the regional flow dataset
corresponded to observed species movement; the correspondence across the eastern
United States was very high.

Questions to ask as you work:
•

Are there significant barriers to movement in this area?

•

What lands would need to be protected to enhance regional connectivity in this area?

How-to:
1 Using the same map as in the previous steps, add the Regional Flow Patterns, Northern
Appalachians dataset. Uncheck any other datasets in the Datasets menu on the Layers
tab. Zoom in to the region of interest.
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Dark blue areas indicate the highest levels of connectivity; light blue, yellow and brown
indicate increasingly lower connectivity. Barriers to regional connectivity are often the
same as for local connectivity: Roads, development, agriculture and water bodies can all
create barriers.

2 Zoom out to view region-wide options for movement. When you zoom out, the data

provides a region-wide view of options for movement. From that view it is evident that
the Highlands (locate the red dot) are one of the only options for species to migrate
from the Central Appalachians to the Northern Appalachians. By zooming in it is
possible to identify specific land protection targets to augment regional connectivity.
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BIOLOGICAL CONDITION
CONCEPT REFRESHER: Biological condition describes the potential for a site to support
biological diversity today and into the future as a result of the absence of stress, and the
availability and quality of natural resources at that site.
Biological condition can be assessed regionally using the Index of Ecological Integrity. In
addition, the current species diversity can be assessed using regional or statewide datasets
on rare and endangered species. The state wildlife action plans developed by each state’s
wildlife or game department often include map-based datasets on biological diversity
and species rarity. (These datasets often require data-sharing agreements because of the
sensitive nature of the information.) It is important to assess the biological condition of an
individual site before protecting it as a resilient site. Biological inventories or other sitebased evaluations are valuable if there is time.
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PUTTING IT TOGETHER
Combining the datasets described above and summarized in Table Y allows a conservation
practitioner to learn a great deal about the landscape.
Questions to ask as you work:
•

Are there any geophysical settings or habitat types that have no protection?

•

Is the land likely to be resilient and continue to host plants and animals as the
climate changes?

•

Are there microclimates in the area?

•

Would species be able to move within and through the area? Why or why not?

Hogencamp Mountain exemplifies many individual characteristics of resilience. We will now
look at the region as a whole and see how these characteristics work together.

1. Resilience

The area has above-average (light green) and far above-average (dark green) resilience at
the center, transitioning to less resilient areas (tan) on each side.
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2. Ecological Integrity

According to the Index of Ecological Integrity, the center of this region (blue) is largely
intact. However, Hogencamp Mountain is surrounded by roads and fragmented habitats.

3. Freshwater Resilience
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The regional streams shown here are affected by the surrounding land uses. Scores for
the streams in this region range from non-complex and low resilience to complex and high
resilience in more intact areas.
The freshwater scores for the Index of Ecological Integrity can also be assessed by reviewing
the scores that dataset gave to stream corridors.

4. Geodiversity

Protected areas consist of mafic (blue) and granitic (gray) geologies, and agricultural and
developed uses are in limestone (bright yellow) geologies.
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5. Secured Status

Much of the land is secured as State Park. Future priorities can be identified.

6. Representation of Habitats

The area has a range of habitats.
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7. Landform Diversity

The landscape scores high for landscape complexity. Areas with above-average complexity
(green) are likely to have more microclimates. The areas with high levels of complexity
enhance the land’s pre-existing resilience.

8. Local Connectedness

The state park has above-average scores for local connectedness, but the land uses
surrounding the region disrupt the connectedness.
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9. Regional Connectivity

Looking at regional movement, we can identify the pinch points where species need to
move across barriers.

10. Biological Condition
This characteristic can be assessed using the Index of Ecological Integrity, local datasets and
field-based assessments.

KEY LESSON:
Many factors combine to determine the resilience of this area. Despite some barriers
to connectedness, the landscape is a good example of integrity and complexity. The
abundance of microclimates—its most remarkable feature—argues for improving the
connectivity of this landscape. Protection is needed to ensure remaining resilient sites are
not developed and to augment regional connectivity through the region.
Depending on a land trust’s conservation planning goals (wildlife, water quality, etc.), you
will need other datasets to complement the climate screen provided by the resiliencerelated datasets. By combining climate-related data with existing priorities, you can
conserve land not only for its value today, but also for its value into the future.
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ANTICIPATED DATA UPDATES
Coastal Resilience
The North Atlantic LCC, using the Interior Department’s Hurricane Sandy disaster
mitigation funds, is working with the University of Massachusetts to improve the relevance
of the Index of Ecological Integrity for coastal ecosystems. A new version should be available
in late 2016 or 2017.
The LCC is also working with The Nature Conservancy to improve the Resilience products
for coastal systems, also due in late 2016 or 2017.

Predicting Future Change
The authors of the Index of Ecological Integrity at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
are working on tools that predict future development and impact of climate change on the
integrity of habitat types.

Freshwater Resilience
Finally, The Nature Conservancy is developing an updated version of the Freshwater
Resilience dataset that will be more user-friendly and include scores for all stream segments.
The dataset will be available in late 2017.

